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https://www.100test.com/kao_ti2020/644/2021_2022__E5_BE_AE_

E8_BD_AF_E8_AE_A4_E8_c100_644706.htm thanks to all of u

who are maintaining and contributing to this site.i just passed today

632/1000, withoutn this site it was impossible. it took 2 weeks of

study for me. i am basically a unix guy. i read from resource kit , this

site and http://www.globetrotting.com now it s my turn to

contribute. once again thanks to u all!!! an indian guy subject: test

70-064 1.you are performing a network install of win95. how can you

reduce network traffic after the installation? a. share installation b.

local installation 2. there was a question about modemlog.txt. it went

something along the lines of you want to trap all at commands sent to

your modem. what do you do? (answer was turn modem log on or

something) 3. a question on novell. you have a client on novell,

proper protocols and services, etc. you cann see novell servers but

cannot map a drive to them. why? a. ensure the correct frame type is

0selected b. install tcpip c. etc c. 4. win31, nt, 95, dos on lan. you

need them all to access shared folders. what 2 folder names can be

seen by all clients. (the only 2 that don t use lfn) 5. there was a

question on which apps do not need 3rd party emulation. mac, unix,

16 bit windows, ms-dos apps that use ems, ms-dos apps that use xms,

or ms-dos apps that make direct calls to hardware. pick 3 6. a user is

complaining of performance problems. you run system monitor and

there s lots of page faults, etc. etc. etc. what can be done to help the

user s performance??(add more ram) go to the resource kit for the



answer. there is a good explanation. 7. 2 machines are connected to

network, clienta and clientb. they have identical hardware/software.

one complains that machine is running slower than the other. what

can you check for with system monitor? 8. setup crashed during

hardware detection. you power off and on. what can you do? the

only answer that made sense was restart setup and use safe recovery.

all the other ones were either 0delete detlog.txt or move detlog.txt,
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